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Acting editor for Jane Vass in this edition is Chris Brooks, Acting Head of Policy: 

This month we’ve heard about just how difficult being a sandwich carer can be. The 
new Age UK report ‘Breaking Point’ (see below) showcases the tales of four women 
who have given up a lot, in some cases almost everything, to look after loved ones. 
Meanwhile the Chancellor delivered his Spring Statement with no news on the 
future of social care, which was disappointing even with the current goings on in 
Westminster. Of course other issues dominate the political debate – no need to 
mention the ‘B’ word here! – but this is not an excuse for yet again letting down so 
many older people and their families. 
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“Not for the first time the Chancellor held out the 
prospect of unspecified amounts of ‘jam tomorrow’ for 
our beleaguered social care system, but only if a deal to 
leave the European Union is agreed by Parliament. 
Given the uncertainty over that it is difficult to be at all 
confident that relief is on the way any time soon.  

Meanwhile, with only a couple of weeks to go now until 
April we notice that Ministers and officials have stopped 
saying that the repeatedly delayed Social Care Green 
Paper may be published that month. 

“If this endless prevarication over social care didn’t have such serious 
consequences for millions of older and disabled people whose needs are not being 
fully, or in many cases even partly met, it would be laughable. 

Of course, great matters of State are under discussion and in important respects 
the future of our country is at stake, but with each delay it is becoming harder to 
avoid the conclusion that the political commitment to reform and sustain social care 
is just not there at the moment, leaving many older and disabled people, and their 
families and carers, to pay an extremely heavy price.”    
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%UHDNLQJ�SRLQW�±�WKH�VRFLDO�FDUH�
EXUGHQ�RQ�ZRPHQ. This month Age 
UK published a report containing the 
harrowing stories of four women who 
care for a loved one. A majority of 
carers are women and many are caring 
for an older family member as well as 
children. With little, if any support, from 
the state many women are struggling to 
get through each day and are in difficult 
financial circumstances. Not only that, 
but they have had to give up their 
career, leisure, and social life in order 
to care. These stories are seldom 
heard but are important because they 
reveal another side to an inadequate 
social care system. &OLFN�KHUH�WR�UHDG�






